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George Eastman And The Camera Inventors And
Their Discoveries
This volume shows in chronological order the most impressive images and the most
important developments in the art of light that is photography. Display at the George
Eastman House through March 12, 2000. 743 illustrations.
Overview: From the world-famous Eastman House comes a lavish, expansive guide to
nearly 200 years of photographic invention and innovation. Richly visual and
wonderfully informative, it showcases 500 groundbreaking cameras from the museum's
collection that forever changed our perception of the world, and of ourselves. Todd
Gustavson, curator of technology at the George Eastman House, organizes the
cameras into genealogical categories--from detective to digital, stereo to subminiature.
Alongside the 35mm, you'll see curiosities like stereoscopic cameras, postcard
cameras, and spy cameras hidden in watches, buttons, and fountain pens. Essays by
experts in the field--including Robert Shanebrook, Martin Scott, and Mark
Osterman--trace the technological development of the camera and provide insight into
the innovators behind the lens.
Describes the impact of the Eastman dry film camera and its development process on
photography, especially for amateurs, and recounts the life and career of their inventor,
George Eastman.
George Eastman is best known for his camera film. But what was his childhood like?
What did he do before starting his company? How can we find out more about him?
Read this book to find out.
Russ Redsville studies the picture trends, cameras and photography in general since
graduating from the University of Iowa. Chicago is a photography town. George
Eastman and Thomas Edison shook hands in the late 1920’s in Chicago. Eastman
Kodak had film for the Kodak camera and Edison adapted film for the motion-picture
camera. Next, the 21st Century went Digital and photography transformed.
Describes how the camera was invented and how it has evolved over time.
Few inventions have had as powerful an influence as the camera, and few modes of
expression have enjoyed the enduring artistic, scientific, and popular appeal of
photography. We are so focused on the products of the camera, the indelible images
marking our lives and times, that it's easy to forget the instrument itself has a history.
Now that history has been comprehensively traced for photography buffs and amateurs
alike by Todd Gustavson, Curator of Technology at George Eastman House. In this
stunning volume, hundreds of new and archival images from George Eastman House
bring the story to life and provide an unmatched reference source. Vast in its scope,
this groundbreaking book is an in-depth visual and narrative look at the camera, and
consequently photography itself, as never before seen. - Jacket.
Follows the life and career of the man who revolutionized photography by developing a
camera simple enough for anyone to use.
When George Eastman decided to make photography his hobby, "simple" was hardly
the word to describe the pastime. He had to lug 50 pounds of camera equipment
around with him, including the fragile glass plates that would become pictures. But
resourceful George wasn't one to put up with such inconvenience for long. Click! is the
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story of how George Eastman developed a camera simple enough for anyone to
use—the Kodak, predecessor of today's pocket instamatics—and forever revolutionized
photography.
George Eastman's inexpensive, popular camera ushered in the modern age. Here, in
this essay by award-winning historian Bernard Weisberger, is his amazing and
ultimately tragic story.
This series presents a brief sketch of four multinational commercial houses. The books
are profusely illustrated in colour and black & white.
George Eastman and the CameraGareth Stevens Publishing LLLP

Are you looking for a fun gift for someone close to you? This is a perfect blank,
lined notebook for men, women, and children. Great for taking down notes,
reminders, and crafting to-do lists. Also a great creativity gift for decoration or for
a notebook for school or office! This notebook is an excellent accessory for your
desk at home or at the office. It's the perfect travel size to fit in a laptop bag or
backpack. Use it on the go and you will keep all of your notes and reminders in
organized in one place. Professionally designed this 6x9 notebook provides the
medium for you to detail your thoughts. Buy your notebook today and begin to fill
the pre-lined pages with your heart's desire. Your new notebook includes: Fresh
white paper 100 pages 6x9 inch format Paper color: White We have even more
wonderful titles that you'll enjoy! Be sure to click on the author name for other
great notebook ideas.
This fascinating collection from the famed George Eastman House presents
some of the most unique cameras ever created, including more than 150
curiosities like spy, watch, and toy models. Adapted from500 Cameras: 170
Years of Photographic Innovation, this volume also features a new selection of
photographs taken by many of the showcased cameras. Todd Gustavson,
Curator of Technology at the George Eastman House, provides insight into the
technology and innovators behind the lenses.
The story of the Eastman Kodak Company and its contributions to science, art,
and popular culture.
Depicts the early cameras and the images they produced, and describes the
contributions of pioneering photographers and photographic equipment
engineers.
Sketches the life from poverty to riches of the inventor of the Kodak camera
which made it possible for the ordinary person to take pictures.
Smartphones put a camera in just about everyone’s pocket, but it hasn’t always
been so easy to take a snapshot. The 18th century brought a new innovation that
allowed people to easily preserve a moment in time. That innovation carries on
today! Through informative text, fun facts, and special features, this fascinating
title explores how the camera was invented and how it continues to develop!
Describes the life and career of the man who revolutionized photography by developing
a camera simple enough for anyone to use.
A brief biography of George Eastman, who simplified the complicated process of
photography so that he was able "to make the camera as convenient as the pencil."
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A biography of the man whose inventiveness and business savvy led to the creation of
the Kodak company and transformed photography from a cumbersome professional
activity to a point-and-click hobby enjoyed by people around the world.
In graphic novel format, describes how George Eastman developed the Kodak camera,
and how his company changed the way people captured memories.
Introduces the history and development of the camera and explains how a film camera
works.
This 6-pack of readers from Focus on Reading: Science Set C correlates to F& P level
L. This covers grade 3 science topics to build academic vocabulary. The high-interest
photos, graphs and charts, highlighted vocabulary, glossaries, and What Did You
Learn? questions provide support for readers. It 6-pack is offered in addition to and is
included in the complete Focus on Reading: Science Set C.

Readers will find out about the history of the camera in Super Simple Camera
Projects. Discover how George Eastman changed the photography industry.
Then do the science-based camera projects like a pinhole camera or a sun print.
This book has a timeline, easy-to-follow steps, how-to pictures, and, best of all,
it's written for kids! Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Applied to STEM & STEAM Concepts of Learning Principles. Super
Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Illustrates and describes the development of photographic equipment
Blending the details of George Eastman's life with facts of camera production,
this book covers the story of Kodak cameras from 1886 until 1950. More than 50
illustrated charts list the details of almost 300 different Kodak cameras. A
supplementary section includes the history of those companies lost to
governmental regulations and an addenda section that discusses several noncamera items, such as enlargers and tripods. More than 230 large scale color
photographs illustrate the 10 x 10 - inch book.
This book introduces the history of the invention of cameras, including early
artistsÍ use of the camera obscura, Johan Heinrich SchulzeÍs use of silver salts,
inventing ways to make photographic images permanent, Joseph-Nic_phore
Niepce and the first photograph, Louis-Jacque-Mand_ DaguerreÍs
daguerreotype, William Henry Fox TalbotÍs talbotype, George EastmanÍs roll film
and portable Kodak cameras, Oskar BarnackÍs handheld Leica, Paul VierkotterÍs
camera flash, Harold EdgertonÍs stroboscopic flash, Edwin Herbert LandÍs instant
camera, Steven Sasson and the first digital camera, and cell phone cameras.
Other chapters delve into camera parts, from the light-tight body to lenses and
viewfinders, as well as how these parts work together to make a camera work,
from framing a shot to how images form on film or a charge-coupled device.
Other sections cover different kinds of cameras and photography, including
daguerreotypes, the Kodak box camera, the Brownie, the Polaroid Land Camera,
camcorders, and digital cameras, as well as the professional photographers,
teachers, salespeople, film developers, and repair specialists who work with
cameras. Fun facts discuss French photographer Nadar and the first aerial
photograph, Mathew BradyÍs coverage of the American Civil War, and Eadweard
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MuybridgeÍs photographs of a running horse. Full-color photographs, informative
diagrams, glossary words in bold, a graphic timeline, and an index enhance this
engaging, easy-to-read text about cameras, an everyday invention that has
changed the way we look at the world. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of
ABDO Publishing Company.
George Eastman transformed the world of photography. In this revealing and
informative biography, Elizabeth Brayer draws a vivid portrait of this enigmatic
and complex man.
Describes the life of the man who revolutionized photography by developing a
camera simple enough for anyone to use.
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